I am walking in the downtown of a big America city with my best friend. He has actually a meeting and goes inside a building to get me some directions. He then comes out again and explains me how to get to a TV station where he has another meeting but the directions are too simple.
I am in a room laying alone in a single bed. I see my girlfriend passing by and I invite her inside. She is going to her parents but I tell her to sleep in a bed next to me. She leaves anyway to ask permission to her mother and I realize that the bed has leather belts to tie her up like a sick person.
I am with some friends on a bus going from a small airport to the Norwegian capitol. We are actually going up a very steep glacier and I put my hand out to feel it. I soon realize how very steep it is and pull it back in. I already traveled that route once but kept my eyes closed and could not see.
I am with some colleagues in a station. It is evening already but we are going to a university. One of them takes an elevator for handicaps and we also need to do it but he is already going down. I then realize that the national football team is playing and we are all in a hurry to go to watch it.
I am seating with my son in the back of a car. There is an older woman driving and a young man on her side. I then tell my son to pay attention to them and the man actually tells the woman that he can make her his age again. They then start kissing and stop paying attention to the road.
I am in my girlfriend's attic waiting for her and working on the computer. Her best friend is also there and asks me to give her massage but then I see that she is laying naked on her belly and go down to look for my girlfriend. I ask a shop assistant and we get out together to search for her.
I am with an artist talking in a bus station. He proposes me to spend three days with him to organize a workshop. I then ask where it is and tells me that it will be in Denmark. I accept but another guy comes and I start talking to him but realize that the artist is going to the buses without me.
I am in small highland and see some little mountains ahead. I then run to reach the top but pass by a farm with monkeys. I get on top of a roof to film them but realize that it is very unstable. The monkeys are fighting and I film anyway even though the roof is made of cancerous asbestos.
I am my son's place and get in a car with an immigrant man and his father. As we back up the latter sees his grandsons and think of beating them. I then try to explain to him that it is illegal but we reach the city where his son is buying a palace. We then park in front of a Chinese restaurant.
I am at the university working on my computer. A colleague is in the same room supervising a student. The latter has actually a problem with a relay and I explain to them that she has to look at the contacts from behind. Another student comes him and he also has a circuit but it is a bomb.
I am walking up a small road on top of a hill with camels on the other side. I come to a fence where a pig is smelling a cow's tits. I manage to go across but there are allot of other cows coming and I keep myself on the side. There is actually a bush with thorns there but a bull comes my way.
I am with my son and his mother on a commuter train. We are actually approaching an Italian village but there are too many houses and I feel quite disappointed. As we reach the station the train starts going really fast. We are actually turning and I feel like we are going on a roller coaster.
An hero comes to a beach to rescue a woman. He is actually on top of a big eagle and manages to take her with him and fly across the sea. They reach an island at night but god comes out of the clouds to scold the hero. The latter is actually the character of a movie my son and I are watching.
I am waiting in a small parking lot of my native town with my small car parked between two others. One of my twin cousins arrives with his big jeep and enters the parking lot even though there is no space. I then tell him that he can park behind my car but he leaves his jeep too far behind.
I go with my old friends in a dark pub to celebrate new years eve. We have actually rented the biggest table and take a seat. My best friend starts ordering drinks and I think it is too expensive but then realize that there is a ticket on the table allowing two orders for each of us and I get fries.
I am at my dead grandmother's place and find a picture of me and my sister when we were little. We are actually standing down on a green hill wearing the same light blue sweaters. My cousin is far behind us and I try to smell weather the sweaters are Norwegian but only smell camphor.
I am with my little cousin in a playground. He is very little and I have him on an adult bike but he cannot reach the handlebar. There is actually sand on the ground and he starts walking instead. He is not following me and I tell him of a long carpet of sand behind me that he should follow.
I am in a room at night with my old Italian artist friend. I tell him about me and my girlfriend in a serious relationship but he says that it is easier to be free. He then tells me about him and his band in a big American city where teenage girls are very easy but only with the local rich guys.
I am in the house of an Austrian restaurant owner and start setting the table in the garden. I then see an old musician friend coming with another Swed. I hug them both and invite them for lunch but other people have taken our chairs and the owner comes out to tell them to give them back.
I am taking a train going very slow and pass by a small neighborhood of three houses. In the first house a couple is moving out and I can see that also in the second house there is a lesbian couple packing. One of the women has a loose sleeve and I can see her breast but her face is very ugly.
I am in the attic of a girl's apartment and look out of the window. It is night already and my girlfriend is in room next to mine. I then beg her to come over but she does not. I then beg again and she starts crawling on the roof and jumps in wearing only a gray lingerie to make love to me.
I am looking in my computer at some pictures about a ceremony in my old university. My director there is handing out awards to the best teachers who comes to the stage to get them. The prices are very bad but my musician old colleagues gets a nice pair of leather boots as a price.
I am in a small apartment with my father's girlfriend. She is actually going out and digits the alarm code with me still inside. I then seat still by the window talking to my father on the computer. He is outside in the dark and I can see that behind him there is a church tower all lighten.
I get in a class where a French teacher is giving a lecture about poetry. I can barely understand him but seat anyway in the middle of the classroom. As I try to pay attention an ugly French Canadian girl comes seating next to me. She is too close and starts to massage me between my legs.
I am in a car with a girl and a guy going really fast against the traffic. We end up turning in a garage and drive at full speed to the last floor where we stop the car. There is also an attic and I find a small piano there. I try it but someone is coming and we escape down the fire ladder outside.
I am with my Polish friend looking at a map nearby my native mountains. We are actually planing for a trip and I am mostly searching for places on the Southern side where the mountains are smoother. He wants to go on the Northern side and points at three villages we cannot miss.
I am in a primary school gym and walk behind the students seating in the perimeter. The teacher wants them to present their work one by one and a girl projects a Japanese animation on the dark celling. It shows a big snake moving but it flickers and I tell her that the resolution is too high.
I am walking with a Spanish girl through a building and she tells me about her husband who is cheating on her. As we get out I see a pond on one side and a woman taking a bath. As I keep listening to the Spanish girl I notice two big golden fishes swimming around her. One them is real gold.
I am walking with my girlfriend downhill and go in a building to rent skies. They are busy inside but I talk to the owner who looks like an Arab but is in fact a local. We go out together and he shows me that the field I was walking on with my girlfriend is a place where they cultivate blueberries.
I am walking on a road and look at the forest below. It is very nice but the more I go down the more the trees get crowded and small. They are actually almost all small pine trees but I see also a group of tall birches. I realize that these ones are my former wife and her family but I don't like them.
I am biking on a main road out of a big American city. I realize that it is getting residential and I should look for a place where to eat. I find a small cinema after a crossing and go in. They have lunch boxes for sale and there is still a man at the counter but I see that they have already closed.
I am in my former in laws' house cleaning up the television shelf. There is allot of stuff and I find a bag with meat inside. I then hear the voice of my father telling me that it is his meat that his parents got sanctified. Next to it there is an open metal box and he tells me that it is meant for me.
I am going with my son and girlfriend in a cave and find a little puppy. He is lost inside and we bring him out with a string in his collar. He actually starts flying with my kid but my Polish friend also wants to fly and make them too heavy. We then try to connect it to our skies but he is too weak.
I am walking away from my native highland down some smooth hills and find another small village I did not know of. As I go through it I meet a man from the main village who now lives there. He explains to me how our people had once move there and how long it took them to settle back.
I am with a friend looking around in a small art fair. My girlfriend is also there and calls me to introduce us to two friends. She is inside a wooden corridor and we get in but the two friends are really ugly and boring. I try to be polite but we have nothing to say and my girlfriend gets upset.
I am in an attic with my son and go out to throw a small bag of trash. As I find a little bin I see that he starts throwing my stuff out of the window. I then go back in and understand that they want me out. I tell him to stop throwing my stuff and start collecting it in a suitcase to leave by myself.
I am standing on top of an escalator and let a Roman soldier carry down a wooden mantel. My girlfriend also goes down with a sword. She is actually leaving me for good and I point the sword at her heart. Some bloods comes out and she goes back in to announce her relatives her departure.
I am walking with my best friend and come to a rapid. There is little water inside and I start to test a big timber that has been carried down. It is well stuck in the gravel and I start climbing it to the top. As I reach the very tip my best friend starts turning it from the bottom and I get terrified.
I am with my girlfriend and stop in a perfume shop where I test some lotion for my face. We then go out without buying anything and see some sun glasses on the sidewalk. They are actually from an homeless and we keep walking but I realize that I also wear exactly the same square model.
I am at my family dentist and my stepfather starts talking to him. He wants him to follow them out for a survey in his neighborhood but the latter is busy already. They actually have a black and white map and the dentist folds it out even more to show where he will visit patients with bad feet.
I am with my son and girlfriend in a field with almond trees. As I pick a good one for her an aggressive dog comes barking. We then go in a house and plan to escape through a window. As I show my Polish friend how to cut it the frame comes out and I realize that the bricks are easy to remove.
I am driving with the king in an expensive car and suggest him to stop in a gas station. It is from a mafia guy and we drive in the next entrance but I realize that he is my stepfather and that we are in a second hand shop. My mother is also there and they ask the owner for a ski outfit for me.
I am my son's bedroom trying to watch on the computer an old movie about a famous boxer. I cannot read the subtitles and make them so big that they cover the entire screen. I actually start retyping them as they appear but then notice that there are even icons to show the boxer fighting.
I am at the entrance of a university and meet a Belgian guy. He tells me about the people working inside who are paid to do nothing. I then go in to check and see a lady in front of a computer with a cardboard around it. She has to order the toner for the printer but is waiting for a reply e-mail.
I am walking with some German guys up a hill and see a giant compound on the top. There are actually two identical ones facing each other and we walk in between them. I then start teasing a guy that I can live with the cutest girl on one side and he can live right opposite with the other girl.
I get in a living room of two older women. One of them is seating on the sofa and she is quite beautiful but very rude. Suddenly a mice standing on his long legs starts walking from under the sofa. It is very slow and tottering like it was drunk and the woman squeezes it with her bare foot.
I am in a museum trying to create an account for my son. The computer is actually too old and I cannot input his name. I actually have to go through a list of names and realize that they all start with the same letter. I then ask a librarian and he tells me that the initial stands for the museum.
I get with my son to a market stand selling two pieces placed as earrings of a cardboard mask. I then try to negotiate the price with the stand owner but only have Swedish crowns and he wants too much. I then look at the amber closely and see that they are normal desert roses made dirty.
I am in my room with my ex wife. She actually wants to wash my bed sheet and I pull them off but find that the mattress is all broken inside. She actually brought a new mattress for me but it is a soft version. She keeps on her four legs on it but I really dislike her and hear a thief coming in.
I am on commuter with my parents and talk to the ticket controller while holding a bended needle on my lips. He is actually Italian but I keep speaking English to him. I can tell that he is homosexual and wants to kiss me but I still have the needle on my lips and just ask for his email address.
I am on a boat going slowly in a modern city under construction. A Canadian woman is holding me tight on her side and I understand that I cannot go away from her. Ahead of us is a big skyscraper under construction and I realize that she is a owner with another couple seating with us.
I am in my Polish friend's apartment on the top floor of a small compound. As we are in the kitchen talking a gypsy comes in. I then push him out again and my Polish friend tells me that they come in sometime. He thinks of talking to them but they always end up asking for the fridge to eat.
I am inside a museum filming with an old camera that my aunt just gave me. An old family friend comes in followed by my parents and I move the camera on a pedestal in the middle. They get anyway in front of it and we hear my aunt's voice from the camera telling secrets about our family.
I am sleeping on the sofa in the attic of my parents-in-law country's house. I suddenly wake up and realize that there is a marmot under it. I then stand on the sofa and see many other marmots coming out from different sides. I then move to a smaller sofa but there is a bigger marmot under it.
I am in a park filming with my Polish friend and another guy. As I look for my camera I find that it has fallen down next to a pine tree. I pick it up and see that the lens is actually scratched. As I tell my friend to pay more attention I try to clean the scratch with my thumb and it really works.
I am at the university and wish goodbye to my girlfriend who is working as a secretary. I tell her that I am off to the gym but she tells me about a big ceremony. I then start jumping down the staircase but there is an Italian guy in front and he also tells me of the ceremony taking place in a tent.
I am seating on a metro with my son going far out in the immigrant suburbs and I scare a little boy with a toy I have in my hands. He is together with his father and they actually get off at an early suburb that is not for immigrants. I then realize that he is Italian and he could have been me.
I am sending to a professor the location of a valley below my native mountains. I then move forth and get on the way to the mountains but find the house of an old friend. I see that he is drying a big grape under his roof and ask him of another location where we where walking next to a lake.
I get in an institute for gender studies and a lesbian student shows me some black switches by the door. I am about to go upstairs but then decide to press one and realize that the door turns black. As I go up the staircase I see that also the walls all around have turned from white to black.
I am in my room a realize that I am actually late for a video conference with a Finnish professor. I find him on-line and I try to load my presentation but the background is black. I then try to restart it and I see on the video that he is typing something else and singing while I am panicking.
I am watching a film of two old comedians. They are standing out of a small circus in the middle of the desert and the shortest one starts walking on a rope from one chair to another. He can also come back moving like a seal on his chest. The tallest one wants to try as well but falls down.
I am looking at a map of former Yugoslavia and see how a man has moved from the inland to a village by the sea. There is actually still the war there and he tries to park his bike on a bombed road. He finds a pole on the side but there is already another bike locked on it and he tries anyway.
I am with my mother in a field down south and she gives me some small liquorice roots. She explains me how to plant them but I don't think it can grows up north. We are about to go but then I see a root in the earth. I uproot it and see how big it is and how a thin layer of grass grows on it.
I am in room at the bottom floor of my family's villa when my sister goes upstairs saying that I cannot call her a sister anymore. I then throw some grapes against her but hit only the staircase and decide to go upstairs to beat her up. I hold her down on the ground but realize that she is my son.
I am driving the car of my ex wife with her seating on my side. I have to turn in a building and she tells me to be careful. I then park the car and we walk to a pharmacy of a family friend but realize that she has moved out. As we are about to leave a worker tells us that she is living upstairs.
I am seating in my step grandmother's living room drawing on a long table. As I pull my head up I realize that the table actually continues in the other room and my colleagues are celebrating there. One of them actually announces that a German colleague has just got her degree from Tuscany.
I am with my cousin rollerblading on an empty road along a river. He gets ahead of me and I follow behind but I am actually carrying an heavy glass trophy and feel that my left roller is broken. I don't know if I can make it without falling but see that my cousin has finally reached a café.
I am with my girlfriend and get inside a restaurant where my old friends are seating together with their new friends. I then shake the hands of these people and find a blond couple in the corner that is from the Netherlands. I then tell my girlfriend to seat with them and I go to the opposite side.
I am in the living room of a small apartment working on an architectural drawing when I see my middle school classmates coming in. They are all living there and I realize that they are coming back from work. I actually need to ask how to draw an architectural line but they all seem still busy.
I am in a cafeteria waiting in line to get some food. My prefect is ahead of me and shows me a salad with chicken that a punk has made for us. As I discover that the chicken is actually Norwegian cheese I hear very cool rock music playing in the back of the cafeteria and find out that it is him.
I am with my son going up the shop of a family friend. The latter is actually at the cash desk of the second floor and says hi to me even though I am angry with his rich lover. As we go up to the last floor I find my stepfather trying one of many old fashion rain coats hanging around the walls.
I am on a bus with my Polish friend. We are actually going up a Russian mountain and come to a beautiful village. The bus stops at the gas station there and we go down. There are two girls there and I show my friend how one of them is really beautiful but then notice that I am in my highland.
I am with my son walking across a ranch. I only see normal cattle there but as we get to the opposite side I realize that there are two very high ostriches. I then turn to photograph them but their face is that of two African women although their faces are white. They are staring at me and I stop.
I am with my girlfriend going home on the bus at night. As we are kissing I realize that one of my Swedish students is watching us. My girlfriend also gets blond but when we arrive at the station she gets dark again and we start looking at a little stand selling the necklace designed by a singer.
I am in an empty classroom and notice an old Croatian colleague. He is seating all alone studying and and tells me that he has dropped his job. He actually earns so little now that he had to put his new kid in an orphanage. My kid is also there and his new wife try to sell us a fitness jacket.
An old man is in the basement of a bank and tells his servant to steal two leather bags filled with money. They then start walking the staircase up but they cross the bank director who is also walking with a black leather bag. The latter has also a servant and tells her to shoot the other servant.
I am at a party and pour some orange juice for me in a plastic cup. A woman takes it away from me and I get it back but break it and let all the juice out. I then get away from there and try to escape but there is a train approaching and I make it down a basement where I tell everything to a guy.
I am walking up a ski slope with my best friend. There is very little snow but the ski slope on top is open. We then look at two guys on a bob starting to go down from the top. As I get afraid they might hit some people we realize that the ski slope is actually part of a nice village on the top.
I get in the bar of a mountain village and find my biological uncle seating alone. I then seat next to him but realize that he is too nervous. I can feel his leg against mine and I am afraid that he gets violent. I then stand up but he also stands up and introduces me to some young relatives of ours.
I am in a little harbour at night and stand by two gypsies fishing. One of them starts fishing very much and puts his fishes in a bucket. The other also catches one fish but it is without head. He then puts it in the bucket but I decide to remove it and discover that there is a virus growing inside.
I am in a pizzeria with a group of students. One of them explains to me how their music teachers have not brought them the meat they wanted. We then order pizza and another group of students arrives. A girl comes seating next to me and we decide to sleep together in the bottom of a boat.
I am in a classroom presenting my new plan and my prefect starts reading how I should carry it on. She comes back to some points that I had already disagreed with and I stand up on the table getting really angry. I then try to calm down and reveal them that I am looking for a new supervisor.
I am in my parents' old house talking to my half sister. She is about to go out with the son of a rich woman even though I suggested her not to. My mother actually got a fixed phone from this woman and I see that it is still in a box. I want to help to set it up so that my sister can call the son.
I am on a mountain and decide to go down alone to join a university course. As I reach the bottom I realize that I am already late. I then hurry to a small village and find that the course has not yet started. An old friend is there and he starts giving me advices on how to write scientific papers.
I get in a bedroom where my girlfriend is and we lay in bed to make love. As I am on top of her I realize that she is actually my twin sister but it is too late and her husband arrives. He doesn't say anything and I go to the bathroom to clean up myself feeling very ashamed and willing to quit this.
I am walking with my old friends out of a restaurant and try to reach another restaurant even though it is dark out. We actually have allot of garbage bags to carry but mine are very light. As we actually turn along an harbour I realize that the bag I have in front of me is floating and flies away.
I am in a university and talk to a Russian colleague. Christmas holiday is coming and tell her that I am going home. I then ask her whether she is also going but she tells me that she will be in the office working. I don't really find it possible and she admits that she tried to go to Sardinia.
I am on a bus going to a theater and hear other people going there. I then get off where they are getting off but realize that it is another theater. I then try to catch another bus back from a bus stop but it does not stop and I realize that I should have waited in a bus stop further down the road.
I am walking with my son along a lake and realize that they are building a wooden path on the water. It is very segmented but we manage to walk from corner to corner. It suddenly stops and we have to walk on the water. I place my foot on the stone wheel not to get wet and see inscriptions.
I am invited to a discussion and an art director asks me to be part of a campaign. He wants to photograph me doing my stepfather's work but saw that our last names are different. I then also tell him that it is not possible to do it and leave even though my portrait is already in the brochure.
I get to an airport that I am really late for my flight. As I pass the check in I go directly to my gate. There is only one friend there and I ask the hostess about my flight but she tells me that everything is under control even though she doesn't know when we can depart with the other passengers.
I am knelt on a road trying a pair of broken sun glasses. I then see my Polish friend with a long beard and realize that we rehearsing for a medieval fight. They gather us and we get on a bus where I look at my friend but realize that he no longer has a beard and we are wearing normal clothes.
I am back in my department and move my table to a hidden corridor not to be seen. It is actually in front of the Turkish secretary and I hear him ask the prefect if I can also get my office windows with sandblaster glass. As he waits for her respond I see my supervisor interrupting them.
I am in a bar serving a mint drink to my son. A woman is next to me and she starts telling me about her work. She is a politician in charge of demolishing houses and I can see one she is about to destroy. The facade is already removed and all is set even though the furnitures are still inside.
A thief breaks in a supermarket with a Romanian woman. He starts to steal the money from the cash desks but she escapes and he also needs to escape. The supermarket's owner ceases him and he gets in a bush throwing the supermarket bag with the money on the opposite side of a fence.
A gang meets in the staircase of a condominium where they live. One of them removes his mask and shows is very handsome face. Another is also very handsome and starts pealing the color breaking from the ceiling. A guy leaving abroad sees him and fells in love with his black leather jacket.
I am in my old American school attending the end of the year ceremony. We are standing around an oak tree and I am getting quite bored but the presenter suddenly takes out a long paper banner from a hole. It is to award the best student of the year and it is actually for me. I get really moved.
I am in a restaurant seating with a European and two important people from China. One of them is actually the mayor of the biggest town and he tells me that they don't need foreign intervention. I then ask him about the Muslim situation but he changes topic and gives me sushi with piranha.
I am in a big and dark classroom when allot of Japanese students arrive. They get around the perimeter and I realize that they made a big poster depicting a storm hitting their capital city. Another depicts them in an uprising and I take the camera to photograph it but a body guard stops me.
I am with my Polish friend walking in a mountain when we reach the house of an middle age woman. We ask her how to go down the mountain and she shows us a path right below us. It is parallel to another mountain path and we start descending it but it is too steep and we slide down.

